May our generation carry the torch of liberty passed to us by our founders with courage and pride.

UNFIT TO RULE
THE SAGA OF BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA

During the general election of 2008, Barack Hussein Obama made a statement that would play out on talk shows to this day – “We are five days away from fundamentally transforming the United States of America.” He made other statements such as – “My friends, we live in the greatest nation in the history of the world. I hope you’ll join with me as we try to change it.”

We can accuse our current president of many things, but lying about his intent isn’t one of them. Change has been his mantra since he became president, but the question that we hope to answer in this pamphlet is simple – Has Barack Obama overstepped his executive powers to conduct himself more as a tyrant than a president, and if so, has he rendered himself unfit to rule?

After our founders laid out their 27 grievances against King George of Great Britain in the Declaration of Independence, they wrote these words in the following paragraph: “In every stage of these Oppressions We have Petitioned for Redress in the most humble terms: Our repeated Petitions have been answered only by repeated injury. A Prince whose character is thus marked by every act which may define a Tyrant, is UNFIT TO BE THE RULER OF A FREE PEOPLE.” (Emphasis added.)

The evidence is clear that Barack Obama is guilty of every grievance our founders levied against the King of England. To maintain liberty, a people cannot forget nor be unwilling to pay the price that bought their freedom. The last line of the Declaration of Independence reads: “And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes and our sacred Honor.” Are we of the same fabric? And are we prepared to renew this matchless pledge?

PRESIDENT OR KING

One of the privileges I have in life is that of being a talk show host on One Nation Under God Radio. My co-host, Phil Castillo, and I look at the political direction of our nation and our world from a Biblical perspective because we believe that America is a Christian nation or that, at least, it was founded and intended to be a Christian nation. When Barack Obama addressed the nation and stated, “We are not a Christian nation,” I thought, what kind of a nation do you think we are, Mr. President? A Muslim nation? A Buddhist nation? A Hindu nation? An atheist nation? A secular nation?

I’m pretty sure he meant the latter, but with this man, I have ceased to be sure about anything he says or does - except that his intent is to destroy America as she is. His statement, “We are five days away from fundamentally transforming the United States of America,” is more than rhetoric from a man who doesn’t know of what he speaks. Since he took the reins, it has been his intent and action to change this nation, and unless WE THE PEOPLE stand up for liberty, he might just succeed.

Which brings me to another question that we should seriously consider – Is Barack Obama acting as a president, or is Barack Obama acting as a king?

To answer this, we must first understand the difference between a president and a king.

The word president comes from the root word “to preside.” It means to preside over. Before setting foot in the Oval Office, the president-elect must place his hand on a Bible and swear to uphold and defend the laws of this nation found in the Constitution of the United States of America.

The flip side is the king. The king does not preside over law, nor does he submit to law. The king is the law. What he says goes, and no one must dare to question his authority. Certainly, some kings cared for their subjects without using royal authority for harm; however, history
is littered with the corpses of people who suffered under the totalitarianism of despot, wielding their unlimited power to do harm. All of us have heard their stories.

What will be the story of Barack Obama? To this point in his administration, he has not conducted himself as a president, but as a king. His story has been establishment of law, whether those around him liked it or not. He has bypassed Congress and Senate on multiple occasions and has sent out his self-appointed “czars” to impose upon the citizens of America his will and his will alone. His administration has been defined by his repeated refusal to enforce and submit to the laws of this Republic.

Barack Obama is by definition a king. The only question at present is what kind of a king he will prove to be? King George’s troubles with the colonists began with this issue.

WE THE PEOPLE

One of the earliest memories I have of learning history is the picture of the 13 colonies with the words in bold print – UNITED WE STAND. Our founders understood that no one person, in and of himself, could stand against the king, but they knew that liberty was worthy of their lives, so they made that famous statement of the Declaration, “We mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor.”

No person was an island. No person said, “It’s my way or the highway.” No person put personal ambition above country. Each understood not only that liberty was a worthy goal but also that he must unite with his fellows as one in order to achieve that goal.

This nation has reached a crossroad of history. Our decisions in the very near future will determine our future, and the directions are clearly laid out. Barack Obama desires to take us down the path of the European Socialist model, but is this his full intent?

Many believe his ambitions are more sinister than just creating a Socialist States of America. These words from the Declaration of Independence must be considered: “A Prince whose character is thus marked by every act which may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free people.”

Exactly what characteristics did our founders believe defined a tyrant? The following pages will lay out the grievances that compelled our founding fathers to label King George III a tyrant and will pose a significant question: Do the actions of Barack Obama parallel those of the infamous King George? If so, we must then answer a second question: Do we possess the same character and fabric as our founders, and will we stand for liberty as they did and “mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor”? 
LET THE FACTS BE SUBMITTED

“The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States. To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a candid world.” (Declaration of Independence)

Fox News’ motto is, “We report; you decide.” That is pretty much what the founders are saying in the above paragraph. To paraphrase, they assert, “Let’s look at the record. We will lay it out for you one piece at a time. At that point, you must choose what you do with the information at hand. These are not 27 opinions you are about to read. Their validity is not in dispute. They are facts which we must all consider carefully – facts that will determine our destiny, whether it be as free men or as slaves to tyranny.”

Our founders were bold men. They knew the document they were signing would bring the King’s wrath, and history was clear as to what that meant. Maybe that is what they meant when they wrote, “with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence.” They understood they were facing down the giant, and just as David had stood against Goliath, they knew that the only thing standing between liberty and annihilation was God, and they felt Him sufficient.

Today, I stand confident in the protection of Divine Providence, knowing that the words of this document you hold will not be popular with the powers that be. But, like our founders, I fear not standing far more than the consequences of standing, and I’d rather die as a free man than live with the shackles of tyranny destroying my liberty. I don’t stand alone.

This pamphlet will clearly point out how far removed Barack Obama is from the Constitution, the founders, and the laws he has sworn to uphold. It will also show that not only does he not care for the laws of America, he likewise does not care for the laws of God, the most wholesome of all of life’s guiding lights, and the Light upon which this nation and her laws were founded.

THE 27 GRIEVANCES AGAINST KING GEORGE AS LAID OUT July 4th, 1776 IN THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE AND HOW THEY RELATE TO OUR CURRENT ADMINISTRATION:

Grievance #1 – “He has refused his assent to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the public good.”

Recently when the U.S. Court of Appeals upheld the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), the Obama administration stated matter of factly, “We won’t enforce it.” This is a direct attack on the oldest institution known to man. Marriage predates government, the church, civil law, or anything else.

Since then, he has made himself clear concerning gay marriage, stating he is for gay marriage and DOMA is wrong. DOMA is a law, interestingly; one signed by Bill Clinton, a fellow Democrat. Whether Obama agrees with it or not, it is the law. He is sworn under oath to uphold the law.

The foundation of America is God, and the greatness of this nation is directly tied to that fact. Psalm 33:12 declares, “Blessed is the nation whose God is the LORD.” Our founding fathers understood that when a nation rejects God, that nation will no longer find shelter from the reality of a world intent on its demise. Just as other nations have fallen, so too shall this nation if we do not return to the roots that established us in the first place.

Why do I mention that fact? Because DOMA is a Scripture based law. It defines marriage as God defines marriage – one man for one woman. Obama says, by his actions, “I am larger than God. I don’t fear God, nor do I fear standing in opposition to Him or His law, and I will prove that by refusing to use my office to do the very thing I swore to do – UPHOLD AND DEFEND THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES. Just as I refuse to submit to the law of God, I refuse to submit to the laws of America.”
Has America ever had a leader who has so refused to submit to law? How has he acted concerning the tenth amendment dealing with states’ rights? What is he saying when he bypasses Congress to pass laws they refuse to pass? How could he defy a judicial subpoena ordering him to release Solyndra documents when no other person can do so?

Has there ever been a more lawless individual ruling this nation? Our founders would turn over in their graves if they knew we were putting up so little opposition.

**Grievance #2** – “He has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended in their operation till his Assent should be obtained; and when so suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend to them.”

We need look no further than Arizona’s law to protect its citizens by being proactive on its border protection and illegal immigration issue. What was Obama’s response? He sued the state of Arizona and withheld from them goods and services that its inhabitants have paid for with their tax dollars.

Or maybe we should look at the state of Alabama that passed an immigration law that allowed it to protect its state from illegal immigration and the results thereof. Again, the wrath of Obama was upon them in a flash.

Recently, Texas passed a law requiring any woman seeking an abortion to first view the baby via ultrasound. Obama responded by cutting off $190,000,000 earmarked for women’s services from the state. That money was to be used for breast exams, uterine exams, and other services for the poorest Texas’ women, but the “pro-woman” ruler of America used them as pawns to make his point.

**Grievance #3** – “He has refused to pass other Laws for the accommodation of large districts of people, unless those people would relinquish the right of Representation in the Legislature, a right inestimable to them and formidable to tyrants only.”

Take time to see where the majority of federal dollars go and where they don’t. Obama has been clear from the beginning of his administration that his cronies will be rewarded for their allegiance to his rule.

Check out the grief that Boeing had to endure at the hand of the Left when they chose to put their new manufacturing facility in South Carolina, a right to work state. Obama made it clear that he would neither renew contracts nor buy products from a company making such a move. He was willing to sacrifice an entire state economy if those people and their elected officials would not submit to his love for the labor unions, thus relinquishing their just right to full representation from the federal government that they support with their tax dollars.

On this point, I must reiterate that he withheld $190,000,000 from Texas for women’s health initiatives because Texas would not submit to his demand for abortions without limits.

National polls are proof positive that he is on the losing side of most national issues, but that fact doesn’t prevent him from implementing his agenda. His plan to “fundamentally transform” this nation was not an idle threat.

**Grievance #4** – “He has called together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the depository of their public Records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with his measures.”

As you may recall, ObamaCare was passed on Christmas Eve. To get what he wanted, he gave lawmakers 2,700 pages of legal jargon that gives unprecedented power and control to federal authorities with very
little rights in place to protect the citizens – all with less than two days to try to review the bill. And then he did not allow Congress to vacate until they gave him what he wanted. Is this not an unprecedented abuse of executive power?

**Grievance #5** – “He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, for opposing with manly firmness his invasions on the rights of the people.”

He has disregarded the will of Congress many times in his three years in office. He bypassed Congress in recess appointments when they weren’t in recess. “Czars” were appointed without the process of congressional approval. He has used federal agencies to implement his will without congressional oversight.

In direct violation of the first amendment, he is forcing faith-based organizations and churches to pay for contraception and abortion against the doctrine of their faith that has stood as precedent for centuries. This was not congressionally approved.

**Grievance #6** – “He has refused for a long time, after such dissolutions, to cause others to be elected; whereby the Legislative powers, incapable of Annihilation, have returned to the People at large for their exercise; the State remaining in the mean time exposed to all the dangers of invasion from without, and convulsions within.”

He just signed an executive order giving himself the right to impose martial law over the nation. It could be argued that this is not the first time such legislation has been signed by a president, but the others were signed during times in which war could spill into the streets of this nation because of world events beyond our control. That type of situation doesn’t seem to be his reasoning in this case. When he signed the bill, he told people not to worry because he didn’t plan to implement the measure. Then why did he sign it, and if it could not potentially be a bad thing, why did he feel he had to ask us not to worry?

This executive order gives him power to seize control over the nation’s economy and act as he sees fit with no oversight. The only thing he is required to do is brief the Congress on his decisions. The order further allows him to seize control over the private sector and implement a draft to carry out his will. Is this not something to fear?

**Grievance #7** – “He has endeavored to prevent the population of these States; for that purpose obstructing the Laws for Naturalization of Foreigners: refusing to pass others to encourage their migrations hither, and raising the conditions of New Appropriations of Lands.”

The Dream Act is his way of giving full citizenship to illegal aliens without requiring them to go through the same process for citizenship with which generations of foreigners have had to comply. Not only is this unconstitutional, but it is also an affront to all those who did it the right way.

Under this administration, a person is rewarded for being illegal and hindered if he tries to become a part of the American dream legally.

By allocating over twenty million dollars to bring Hamas refugees to America, the Obama administration is populating our neighborhoods with known terrorists. Is this wise?

**Grievance #8** – “He has obstructed the Administration of Justice, by refusing his Assent to Laws for the establishing Judiciary powers.”
Barack Obama became the first president in history to defy a subpoena when he refused to turn over Solyndra documents, a company to which he clearly showed favoritism and to which he gave billions of dollars of Federal aid, even though it would declare bankruptcy within a year of receiving the funds. Evidence attained from campaign finance disclosure laws show that he received hefty donations from their coffers.

Again, he was also the first president to state openly that he would not uphold constitutional law, the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), which was deemed constitutional by the courts.

As previously stated, his Justice Department has also failed to support the states in their efforts to curb illegal immigration by failing to uphold federal laws regarding immigration.

Grievance #9 – “He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment of their salaries.”

Obama was the first president to arrogantly admonish the Supreme Court during a State of the Union address for failing to submit to his will. Moved by the action, Justice Alito, one of the nine Supreme Court justices, was caught on national television saying, “That’s not true.”

As already stated, he was the first president to defy a court order and refuse to enforce the laws of the United States, whether they be laws concerning illegal immigration or laws concerning defending precedent that has been a part of our Judeo-Christian heritage since we became a nation.

His attacks, through the courts, on our Judeo-Christian heritage have been unprecedented. A tyrant is threatened by something larger than himself, and in this case, God is the one thing he can’t control, so “out of sight, out of mind” seems to be the plan.

Grievance #10 – “He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither swarms of Officers to harass our people, and eat out their substance.”

Obama has appointed 32 “czars” unconstitutionally in order to circumvent the law and the very checks and balances meant to limit government and restrict power.

Eighteen thousand new IRS agents and 64,891 new federal employees have been hired since he took office – all at a time when the private sector job market is shrinking and multitudes of new regulations are smothering private sector growth. Is it any wonder businesses are finding it impossible to survive under his policies and oversight?

What are some of the consequences? In Nashville and Memphis, Tennessee, Gibson Guitar facilities were raided by armed agents from the Department of Homeland Security and the Fish and Wildlife Agency. Wood materials Gibson needed for production of guitars were confiscated. Gibson employees lost considerable wages and work time as a result of the government invasion, and to this day over two years later, Gibson has yet to be charged for a crime. It might be added that Gibson’s two main competitors, Martin and Fender, were not raided by the government agents even though they use the same wood products in their production. Both are union controlled shops, but Gibson Guitar is not. Is this upholding law or intimidating the enemy?

A little closer to home for me personally is the armed government invasion upon pig farmers in Michigan. The Michigan Department of Natural Resources, an arm of the federal DNR, has sent out armed agents to destroy small farmers’ pigs and to arrest any farm family standing in the way of their legislation. Claiming the livestock to be an “invasive species,” the MDNR has destroyed all the livestock on two farms and has its eyes on other small farmers in the state. Interestingly, they are not going after corporate farms who give large sums of money to their coffers. At one point in my life I was a pig farmer, and this injustice angers me, not only because of my past, but because the farmer plays a vital role in this nation. Is there any area of life off limits to the Obama tentacles?
Grievance #11 – “He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing Armies without the Consent of our legislatures.”

Obama not only called for a “National Security Force of Civilians” when he ran for office, but he made it part of ObamaCare - two billion dollars set aside to enforce his law. Why would he need to enforce something that he insists everyone is going to love so much?

And don’t forget the 32 “czars” and the 18,000 new IRS agents…

It is also noteworthy to mention that the “Occupy Wall Street” protests all across America were approved and encouraged by the president. It has cost taxpayers millions of dollars and proven to be a health hazard, crime ridden, and a major public nuisance everywhere it has set up. Its members have defied the laws of the areas where they have chosen to camp out, and the law enforcement community has been hogtied by the courts in enforcing laws on the books. Could this not be considered an authorized, standing army?

Grievance #12 – “He has affected to render the Military independent of and superior to the Civil power.”

Maybe we should mention Libya here, since it was the first time in our illustrious history that a president used executive power to perform a continuous attack on a foreign nation without the consent of Congress.

There also seems to be a direct contradiction between Muslim countries in which he has chosen to involve our military. Iran is the most anti-Israel, anti-American, and anti-West regime in the Middle East, yet when their citizens rose up in protest against the regime, Obama stated that America would not involve itself in the affairs of a sovereign nation.

On the flip side, when the Muslim Brotherhood (a group whose stated goals are the eradication of Israel and Christianity) came against the Mubarak government of Egypt, he immediately threw his support behind the uprising. Why? Though Mubarak was not a good leader, he had been the only true Muslim ally to Israel and the only consistent ally to America.

On one hand, he refused to help an uprising of moderate Muslims to overthrow radical Muslims, and on the other he helped radical Muslims against moderate Muslims. Something seems terribly wrong with this picture. Since his “help” in Egypt, thousands of Christians have been slaughtered, hundreds of thousands have fled, and the new leadership has made it clear to the world that they will no longer honor any peace treaty in place concerning Israel. Obama thinks this is good. You decide.

Grievance #13 – “He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and unacknowledged by our laws; giving his Assent to their Acts of pretended Legislation:”

As already mentioned, Obama joined forces with Mexico, Latin America, and Hugo Chavez in suing the state of Arizona for enforcing laws already on the books. Not only is this totally unprecedented, but it is outrageous and seems downright insane.

Let’s not forget how he has joined with Planned Parenthood, the labor unions, pro-homosexual lobbies, and other foreign nations to stand against our state laws voted for by the citizens and upheld by their state courts.

And, let us also remember his continued support of the UN and their anti-American, anti-Constitutional rhetoric, not just in the sense of not condemning it, but in submitting to it and supporting it with our taxpayer dollars.

He is not the first president to support the UN, but he is the first to have submitted our nation to international law that goes against our national laws. (Gun control, children rights laws that remove parental
rights, and putting American citizens under the scrutiny of the UN domestic policy review are three examples.)

Isn’t it amazing that the Islamic nations with egregious records on human rights should have power to review us on domestic policy complaints?

Grievance #14 – “For Quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:”

Giving 20.3 million dollars to bring Hamas refugees to America for asylum, HB1388 was just passed behind our backs. Hmm. Last time I checked, Hamas was a radical Islamic terrorist organization with sworn allegiance to the Muslim Brotherhood and a bitter hatred for Israel, Christianity, and America. So we bring the snake to America in order to convince it to change its skin. Sounds logical to me. The Jihadists make up the largest body of civilian armed troops in the world, and this administration thinks it proper for them to live beside American citizens without their awareness.

His words and actions show clearly that he is pro-Muslim, and has proven friendly to their onslaught of American values. Islam is an army without uniforms, and until that reality is recognized, we will have no power to defend ourselves against this coming storm. Study the nations who have become Islamic regimes, and then ask whether they became Islamic because the people wanted it or because they were forced there at the threat of life.

In Murfreesboro, Tennessee, New York City, and all across our nation, large mosques, which are literally command and control centers for advancing political Islam and Shariah Law, are being erected with Obama’s blessing, despite the outcry of citizens who have expressed legitimate concerns regarding the source of their funding (Saudi Arabia, who funded nineteen of the twenty-one 9/11 terrorists), their leadership ties to the Muslim Brotherhood, and several extensive studies that reveal seditious rhetoric and activities occurring in large majorities of mosques in America.

Few will have to be reminded of Obama’s public display of support for the Ground Zero mosque after our nation was attacked by Islam. The sobering reality that many don’t realize is that Islam traditionally builds mosques on land that it conquers to signify and commemorate its victory over those it has subjugated and defeated, Cordoba, Spain being an example, and what is the Ground Zero mosque being called: the Cordoba Mosque.

Grievance #15 – “For protecting them, by a mock Trial, from punishment for any Murders which they should commit on the Inhabitants of these States:”

Does Khalid Sheik Mohammed, the mastermind of the 9/11 attacks, ring a bell? Three thousand of our citizens are dead and he’s yet to stand trial. What message are we sending to our enemy?

Why are we building a $750,000 soccer field at Guantanamo Bay? What message are we sending to our enemy?

Grievance #16 – “For cutting off our Trade with all parts of the world:”

Have you checked the discrepancy between imports and exports lately? The imbalance with China last year was eighty seven billion dollars, and that is just one nation. The only thing he has succeeded in is causing our manufacturers to seek other lands for their facilities. He has made operating within the confines of the Land of the Free, Home of the Brave so unfriendly to business they have no other choice if they desire to succeed.
He has failed to help our economy by refusing oil companies the permits to drill for oil on federal land. Experts have gone on record stating that the American reserves are far larger than the Middle Eastern reserves and would allow us to be energy independent in a few short years. Doing so would accomplish two goals: defunding our enemies and funding our citizens.

Obama has sought to tax and regulate “big business” into oblivion and has stood firmly behind the ninety-nine against the one rhetoric of the Occupy Wall Street crowd.

And he promises only more red tape, government oversight, and taxation.

**Grievance #17 – “For imposing Taxes on us without our Consent:”**

Oh, I forgot. They aren’t taxes; they’re fees.

Have you noticed the new fees that banks are trying to implement? They were ordered by the administration under the Financial Crisis Responsibility fee.

Have you gotten a tan lately at a tanning salon? If so you had to pay an additional 10% tax levied under Obamacare.

Smokers are also paying more these days.

The reason I mention these facts is because Obama promised not to tax anyone making under $250,000.00, yet each of these added taxes affect the average taxpayer more than the wealthy.

Oh, and by the way, where are those tax dollars going? The administration has given billions of dollars in bailouts to labor unions (notice I didn’t say car companies) and billions of dollars have gone to “shovel ready” jobs that have yet to produce jobs. And what about the 1.25 billion dollars allocated on February 23, 2010 to pay 86,000 black farmers for being mistreated by the government when there are only 39,697 black farmers in America according to the government’s own records? Oh well, they must have deserved it, or Obama wouldn’t have given it. (Google “Pigford vs. Glickman” for details.)

What about the five-hundred million dollars allocated to Planned Parenthood, the largest provider of abortions in America? Of course Obama claims none of the money went to abortions, just like he claims none of his war chest for re-election came from George Soros, the anti-American puppet master bent on the downfall of America.

Might I add here that sixteen million people have been added to the food stamp rolls since he took office. He has argued that if we don’t raise taxes, we will lose 400,000 teacher jobs. If we hadn’t added the sixteen million food stamp recipients, we could hire 800,000 more teachers at an annual salary of $60,000.

Has America ever had a more pro-tax president? Even his cronies in Congress can’t stomach his proposals. His latest budgets were refused without a single vote in their favor, both in the House and Senate. His allies in the Congress know the people have spoken. He doesn’t care.

**Grievance #18 – “For depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of Trial by Jury:”**

Unless, of course, one is a terrorist or an illegal alien.

Did I mention that Obama signed into law the National Defense Authorization Act of 2012, which gives him the right to hold those deemed to be terrorists indefinitely without a trial? Talk about an affront to our liberty. I wonder who he considers a terrorist? His legislation doesn’t define the word. Could it be you?

The aforementioned Gibson Guitar Company has yet to be charged with a crime or given trial by jury, and might I add, they have yet to
receive an apology from the administration. Maybe it is the Obama administration who should be charged with a crime instead of the innocent business men around this nation who are being targeted by his thugs.

**Grievance #19** – “For transporting us beyond Seas to be tried for pretended offenses:”

Interestingly, the Obama administration is pushing heavily for United Nations laws on bearing arms, the right of the child (which inherently denies parental rights), certain taxations, and many other universal violations of our liberties. Each of these, were they to be ratified, would put us in position to be tried under UN mandates for pretended offenses.

**Grievance #20** – “For abolishing the free System of English Laws in a neighbouring Province, establishment therein an Arbitrary government, and enlarging its Boundaries so as to render it at once an example and fit instrument for introducing the same absolute rule into these Colonies.”

Has anyone heard of Sharia Law? Since Obama took office, 15 trial cases and 12 appellate cases referencing or using Sharia Law have been enacted in American courts (Google Sharia and the American court). Have you noticed how little our president speaks out concerning Islam and its practices, or how often he calls it a “peaceful religion”? Look at Islamic nations and decide if that is what we want in America.

**Grievance #21** – “For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most valuable Laws, and altering fundamentally the Forms of our Government.”

Time would not permit me to go into all the ways this administration has violated this grievance, but I will try to encapsulate.

The most valuable laws to us as Americans are those that find their roots in our founding documents and, ultimately, from the document that our founders looked to for guidance – The Holy Scriptures.

Very few would question whether this president is the most anti-Christian president in American history. Does anyone object to my pointing out how he has trashed our most treasured documents and despised the foundations upon which this nation was built?

It’s baffling that the media continues to give Obama a pass for sitting under a pastor (Reverend Wright) for twenty-one years – a man who openly proclaimed, “God d—n America,” for the world to hear. Why did he stay unless he agreed?

Our religious liberties are under continuous assault by this administration. Will Catholics be forced to capitulate to his demands and therefore forfeit centuries of precedent and sound doctrine? Forty-three Diocese from across the nation just brought suit against the Obama administration saying, “not without a fight.” Cardinal Timothy Dolan said, “This is not about birth control. It’s about government control.” Bravo!!!!

Prayers are being taken down from school walls. School districts are being sued for non-compliance with anti-Christian measures. Crosses are being removed from public lands. The National Day of Prayer has been titled offensive and has been disregarded. The term “under God” has been left out of the Pledge of Allegiance on more than one occasion by Obama and Biden. “Endowed by our Creator” has been left out of Obama’s quotes of the Declaration of Independence. The plain principles of right and wrong are being turned upside down and our moral fabric is being destroyed.

Where will it end? That’s for us to decide.
Grievance #22 – “For suspending our own Legislatures, and declaring themselves invested with power to legislate for us in all cases whatsoever.”

The non-recess appointment of Richard Cordray, a person already rejected by the Congress, is not only outrageous, but flies in the face of decency and separation of powers.

Obama has also bypassed the Congress and Senate on environmental issues, war issues, and spending issues by enacting executive order or using agencies under his control.

Apparently, we don’t need representatives anymore – we have Obama.

Grievance #23 – “He has abdicated Government here, by declaring us out of his Protection and waging War against us.”

Again, his attacks on faith, values, and decency since he went into office are worthy of noting. Examples are too numerous to cover in this pamphlet, but let’s look at a few.

He has waged war on the Catholic Church concerning contraceptive issues and abortion, a war he might well regret instigating.

He has waged war on faith-based groups who oppose his practices and has sought to prevent their influence upon society.

He has dishonored the Pledge of Allegiance by repeatedly refusing to speak the words, “under God.”

He has shamefully disrespected the Declaration of Independence by leaving out the phrase, “endowed by our Creator,” in several speeches.

He has violated his oath of office to support and defend the Constitution of the United States while at the same time dividing the nation by pitting Americans against each other because of race, class, or creed.

Grievance #24 – “He has plundered our seas, ravaged our Coasts, burnt our towns, and destroyed the lives of our people.”

Oil platforms, necessary to the economic stability of America, were removed under his command after the Gulf Oil spill, yet he sent two billion dollars to a Brazilian oil company, Petrobas, to drill offshore in Brazil.

Refusal to drill and build the Keystone pipeline has pushed our country deeper into economic peril and made us more dependent upon our enemies.

His massive out-of-control spending has added a record 6.5 trillion dollars to our deficit, a number from which it will be difficult to recover. Can we risk four more years?

Bureaucratic red tape is killing business in America.

All across this nation, towns are not physically burning, but they are struggling to survive under this administration.

The lives of the American people are being destroyed left and right.

And just recently, because he chose to involve himself in the Trayvon Martin/George Zimmerman case, and has stated publicly that it is a race crime (although Zimmerman is not white as Obama has stated), there have been seven separate incidents of blacks beating and killing whites and later admitting that they were retaliating in revenge for Trayvon. What other president has stirred up such hate and division?
Grievance #25 – “He is at this time transporting large Armies of foreign Mercenaries to compleat the works of death, desolation and tyranny, already begun with circumstances of Cruelty and perfidy scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally unworthy the Head of a civilized nation.”

What has the Muslim Brotherhood done to deserve our hard earned tax money? Just recently (the first week of April during the week of Passover and Easter), Obama met with the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood at the White House. This is a group whose stated goals are the destruction of Israel, the eradication of Christianity, and the setting up of the final world government under the leadership of the 12th Imam. He gave them 1.5 billion dollars in American aid. Muslim Brotherhood operatives, under many guises and headings, are infiltrating our borders under his watch, and he does little to stop it and much to facilitate their success. Is he aiding and arming our enemies?

As already stated, Obama gave over twenty million dollars to relocate Hamas refugees (a Palestinian branch of the Muslim Brotherhood formed in 1987) to America. Again, Hamas is a stated terrorist group. Why are we bringing terrorists to America to live in our neighborhoods? It bears repeating, will bringing a snake into the chicken house somehow make it befriend chickens?

Just as reprehensible is the fact that while he is arming and emboldening our stated enemies, he is shrinking our own nuclear arsenal through the START treaty, defunding our military by one billion dollars, and shrinking the size of our standing army. Didn’t he take an oath to “defend” our laws? Can we do so if we lose the capability to defend ourselves?

Grievance #26 – “He has constrained our fellow Citizens taken Captive on the high Seas to bear Arms against their Country, to become the executioners of their friends and Brethren, or to fall themselves by their Hands.”

No person in Nazi Germany would have dreamed that a citizen army of “brown shirts” would turn against and execute their families and friends, but they did.

Obama has called for an armed citizen police force to help carry out the measures set forth in ObamaCare. Why? If it were as good as he says it is, who would want to defy it? The frightening reality is that there is no telling how far his armed citizen forces will go in carrying out the mandates. Remember Germany.

Grievance #27 – “He has excited domestic Insurrections amongst us, and has endeavoured to bring on the inhabitants of our frontiers, the merciless Indian Savages, whose known rule of warfare, is an undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.”

Obama has divided us as a people causing American citizens to hate one another in unprecedented numbers with his rhetoric. Here are a few examples:

Black against white…,
Female against male…,
Young against old…,
Poor against rich…,
Non-Christians against Christians…,
Liberal against conservative…,

And we’re just getting started. Is this America? Is this what we want to be as a people? Has Obama done anything to cause us to be united?

The great unifier has proven to be the great divider.
UNFIT TO BE THE RULER OF A FREE PEOPLE

“A Prince whose character is thus marked by every act which may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free people.”
(Declaration of Independence)

It seems clear as one reads the Declaration of Independence that our founders intended our government to be limited, held accountable, and to protect our God given rights and freedoms.

The past three years have laid forth precedent before unknown in the history of American presidents. Barack Obama seems to be in contradiction to the spirit and intent of our founders and the sacred documents for which they fought and died.

As an Illinois state senator, Obama was the only person in the senate who argued vehemently that a child surviving a botched abortion should have all life saving procedures removed from its helpless form, and that it should die because that was the wish of the mother and intent of the doctor. LIFE? LIBERTY? PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS? The child in question was deprived of all, and if Obama gets his way, the evidence seems overwhelming that he will continue restricting the same rights from WE THE PEOPLE.

Experiments fail. That is the nature of those willing to dare, but when an experiment proves to be a failure, those who are wise learn from the experience. The evidence is clear that Barack Obama is a colossal failure. He has heaped upon this nation the highest debt of any preceding president, and if he has four more years, the evidence seems clear that he will burden us with more debt than all previous administrations combined. He has divided us as a people. He has attacked our faith and our national traditions. He has disregarded our pleas and established his will.

Now it is time for us to decide.

WHAT SHALL BE OUR RESPONSE?

The tyranny that our founders stood against is the same tyranny we face today in America. Are we willing to stand as a united people once again, or shall we go down in history as a people who were too caught up in selfish endeavors to fight for what our ancestors sacrificed to establish and preserve for us?

Fellow citizens, America is worth our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor, just as it was for those 56 signers of the Declaration of Independence. We must decide whether we are willing to pay the price that our founders and each generation of Americans since have paid.

Obama cannot bring us down unless we allow him to do so. What say ye? Will you stand as a patriot? Or will you fall in line with the Loyalists of the founding era, who chose the wrong side of history and faded into insignificance and mediocrity?

By God’s grace and divine guidance, we must stand for liberty, as did our founders.
THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
IN CONGRESS, JULY 4, 1776
The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united
States of America

When in the course of human events it becomes necessary for one
people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with
another and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that
they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness. That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted
among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the
governed. That whenever any Form of Government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to
abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on
such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence,
indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience
hath shewn that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are
sufferable than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which
they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations,
pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them
under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off
such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security.
Such has been the patient sufferance of these Colonies; and such is
now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former Systems
of Government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a
history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object
the establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States. To prove
this, let Facts be submitted to a candid world.

He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary
for the public good.

He has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of immediate and
pressing importance, unless suspended in their operation till his
Assent should be obtained; and when so suspended, he has utterly
neglected to attend to them.

He has refused to pass other Laws for the accommodation of large
districts of people, unless those people would relinquish the right of
Representation in the Legislature, a right inestimable to them and
formidable to tyrants only.

He has called together legislative bodies at places unusual,
uncomfortable, and distant from the depository of their Public
Records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with
his measures.

He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, for opposing with
manly firmness his invasions on the rights of the people.

He has refused for a long time, after such dissolutions, to cause others
to be elected, whereby the Legislative Powers, incapable of
Annihilation, have returned to the People at large for their exercise;
the State remaining in the mean time exposed to all the dangers of
invasion from without, and convulsions within.

He has endeavoured to prevent the population of these States; for that
purpose obstructing the Laws for Naturalization of Foreigners;
refusing to pass others to encourage their migrations hither, and
raising the conditions of new Appropriations of Lands.

He has obstructed the Administration of Justice by refusing his Assent
to Laws for establishing Judiciary Powers.
He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone for the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment of their salaries.

He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither swarms of Officers to harass our people and eat out their substance.

He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing Armies without the Consent of our legislatures.

He has affected to render the Military independent of and superior to the Civil Power.

He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and unacknowledged by our laws; giving his Assent to their Acts of pretended Legislation:

For quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:

For protecting them, by a mock Trial from punishment for any Murders which they should commit on the Inhabitants of these States:

For cutting off our Trade with all parts of the world:

For imposing Taxes on us without our Consent:

For depriving us in many cases, of the benefit of Trial by Jury:

For transporting us beyond Seas to be tried for pretended offences:

For abolishing the free System of English Laws in a neighbouring Province, establishing therein an Arbitrary government, and enlarging its Boundaries so as to render it at once an example and fit instrument for introducing the same absolute rule into these Colonies:

For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most valuable Laws and altering fundamentally the Forms of our Governments:

For suspending our own Legislatures, and declaring themselves invested with power to legislate for us in all cases whatsoever.

He has abdicated Government here, by declaring us out of his Protection and waging War against us.

He has plundered our seas, ravaged our coasts, burnt our towns, and destroyed the lives of our people.

He is at this time transporting large Armies of foreign Mercenaries to complete the works of death, desolation, and tyranny, already begun with circumstances of Cruelty & Perfidy scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally unworthy the Head of a civilized nation.

He has constrained our fellow Citizens taken Captive on the high Seas to bear Arms against their Country, to become the executioners of their friends and Brethren, or to fall themselves by their Hands.

He has excited domestic insurrections amongst us, and has endeavoured to bring on the inhabitants of our frontiers, the merciless Indian Savages whose known rule of warfare, is an undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.

In every stage of these Oppressions We have Petitioned for Redress in the most humble terms: Our repeated Petitions have been answered only by repeated injury. A Prince, whose character is thus marked by every act which may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free people.

Nor have We been wanting in attentions to our British brethren. We have warned them from time to time of attempts by their legislature to extend an unwarrantable jurisdiction over us. We have reminded them of the circumstances of our emigration and settlement here. We have appealed to their native justice and magnanimity, and we have conjured them by the ties of our common kindred to disavow these usurpations, which would inevitably interrupt our connections and correspondence. They too have been deaf to the voice of justice and of
consanguinity. We must, therefore, acquiesce in the necessity, which
denounces our Separation, and hold them, as we hold the rest of
mankind, Enemies in War, in Peace Friends.

We, therefore, the Representatives of the United States of America, in
General Congress, Assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the
world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name, and by
Authority of the good People of these Colonies, solemnly publish and
declare, That these united Colonies are, and of Right ought to be Free
and Independent States, that they are Absolved from all Allegiance to
the British Crown, and that all political connection between them and
the State of Great Britain, is and ought to be totally dissolved; and that
as Free and Independent States, they have full Power to levy War,
conclude Peace, contract Alliances, establish Commerce, and to do all
other Acts and Things which Independent States may of right do. —
And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the
protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our
Lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor.

New Hampshire:
Josiah Bartlett, William Whipple, Matthew Thornton

Massachusetts:
John Hancock, Samuel Adams, John Adams, Robert Treat
Paine, Elbridge Gerry

Rhode Island:
Stephen Hopkins, William Ellery

Connecticut:
Roger Sherman, Samuel Huntington, William Williams, Oliver Wolcott

New York:
William Floyd, Philip Livingston, Francis Lewis, Lewis Morris

New Jersey:
Richard Stockton, John Witherspoon, Francis Hopkinson, John
Hart, Abraham Clark

Pennsylvania:
Robert Morris, Benjamin Rush, Benjamin Franklin, John
Morton, George Clymer, James Smith, George Taylor, James
Wilson, George Ross

Delaware:
Caesar Rodney, George Read, Thomas McKean

Maryland:
Samuel Chase, William Paca, Thomas Stone, Charles Carroll of
Carrollton

Virginia:
George Wythe, Richard Henry Lee, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin
Harrison, Thomas Nelson, Jr., Francis Lightfoot Lee, Carter Braxton

North Carolina:
William Hooper, Joseph Hewes, John Penn

South Carolina:
Edward Rutledge, Thomas Heyward, Jr., Thomas Lynch, Jr., Arthur
Middleton

Georgia:
Button Gwinnett, Lyman Hall, George Walton